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Quantum Hall Effect

• Integer quantum Hall effect: Ix = σxyEy . When EF in a gap,
quantized Hall conductivity σxy = N e2/h [von Klitzing (1980)] .

• Not all band insulators are created equal!
• Quantum Hall insulator is topologically inequivalent to

ordinary insulators [TKNN (1982)] .



Topological band theory

• Wavefunction in a periodic potential: ψ(r) = eik ·r |uk (r)〉.
• Bloch vectors (up to local phase) eiα(k) |uk 〉 living on

periodic Brillouin Zone can have non-trivial topology.
• In 2D with T -reversal breaking, characterized by:
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where F = ∇k × 〈uk | − ı̇∇k |uk 〉.
• C is a topological invariant of 2D gapped bandstructures.

g = 0 g = 1
See Hasan & Kane, RMP (2010).



The “bulk-edge correspondence”

• Gapless conducting states MUST exist at the boundary
between quantum Hall insulator and ordinary insulator.

• These edge states are “chiral”: no available states for
backscattering⇒ protection against disorder!
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Quantum Spin Hall Effect

• Essential ingredient for QHE is T -reversal breaking.
[Haldane, (1988)]

• Is there a T -reversal invariant topological state?
• Spin-orbit coupling (HSO = λL · S) is somewhat like a

magnetic field, but T -reversal invariant.
• If perpendicular spin Sz is conserved, 2 copies of IQHE

(one for up spin, one for down) [Kane & Mele (2005)]
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Quantum (Spin) Hall Physics with Light

• Are all photonic band gaps
equivalent?

• No! [Wang et al. (2009), Rechtsman et al. (2013), . . . ].



Network model of disordered QHE

• Chalker-Coddington network model describes a 2DEG in a
strong magnetic field and smooth disorder potential.

• Equipotential contours form a directed network for electron
wavefunction.

• Each link is associated to a phase, each node to a unitary
S-matrix.

• Just waves propagating
in evanescently coupled
waveguides!

[Chalker & Coddington (1988), review: Kramer et al., Phys. Rep. (2005)]



Network evolution operator

• Propagation on such network can be described as a kind
of “discrete-time” unitary dynamics.

• If network is periodic (in the link phases and couplings), we
can use Bloch’s theorem and quasi-momentum k :

S(k) |bk 〉 = e−iφ(k) |bk 〉 .

Phase delay φ(k) gives a
“quasi-energy” (φ ≡ φ + 2π)
bandstructure with

S(k) ≡ e−iHe�(k)T ,

where He�(k) is used as
an effective Hamiltonian (like
Floquet theory).



Band structure and edge states of square network
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Bulk-edge correspondence in Floquet bandstructures

• Bulk-edge correspondence in static gapped systems: nb of
chiral edge states = sum of Cn below the gap.

• In Floquet bandstructures, quasienergy Φ is periodic and
not bounded below!

• Consequence: Chern number can be zero despite the
presence of chiral edge states.



Band structure and edge states of honeycomb network

• On a honeycomb lattice, both Chern insulator phases and
“anomalous” Floquet insulator phases can be observed.
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Insulator phase diagrams
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Finite-Difference Time-Domain simulations



Conclusion

• “All waves behave in a similar way” (L. Brillouin)
⇒ also true (to some extent) for band topology!

• Simple 2D photonic lattices can simulate topological
phases of static and periodically-driven electronic systems.

• Because of underlying band topology, edge states are
protected against defects/disorder (is that useful? maybe).

• Prospects: effect of loss and nonlinearity, QH transition in
disordered photonic network?




